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	The first edition of Outboard Engines set the standard for a clear, easy-to-follow primer on engine basics, troubleshooting, care, and repair. This new edition, significantly expanded, brings the subject up to date, with full coverage of the new four-stroke engines, conventional electronic and direct fuel-injection systems, oil-mix systems in the new clean two-strokes, and more. You'll save time and money doing your own engine repairs and maintenance.


	In the last chapter of the first edition of Outboard Engines: Maintenance, Troubleshooting, and Repair, I took a look at the future. When that edition was published in 1997 we were on the threshold of dramatically changing technology that would change the world of outboard engines forever. In the 10-plus years since that first edition we have seen this evolution occur, and just as I predicted, four-stroke outboards and exotic, computer-controlled fuel injection systems have taken over. These new-technology engines are cleaner burning and far more fuel efficient than their earlier brethren, not to mention more reliable. But, as with many things (your car, for example), outboard engines have evolved to a point where many of the more advanced diagnostic procedures are not going to be performed by the backyard mechanic. The equipment and specialized training required to perform certain tasks is simply not available to the average boatowner. But even with all that said, proper maintenance and having a more intimate knowledge of the inner workings of these new engines is important to all boatowners if they are to enjoy a trouble-free boating experience and achieve the maximum longevity from their not-so-inexpensive engine.
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Secure Programming Cookbook for C and C++ : Recipes for Cryptography, Authentication, Input Validation & MoreO'Reilly, 2003
Secure Programming Cookbook for C and C++ is an important new resource for developers serious about writing secure code for Unix® (including Linux®) and Windows® environments. This essential code companion covers a wide range of topics, including safe initialization, access control, input validation,...
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Graph-Based Clustering and Data Visualization Algorithms (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This work presents a data visualization technique that combines graph-based topology representation and dimensionality reduction methods to visualize the intrinsic data structure in a low-dimensional vector space. The application of graphs in clustering and visualization has several advantages. A graph of important edges (where edges...
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Java & XML, 2nd Edition: Solutions to Real-World ProblemsO'Reilly, 2001

	While the XML "buzz" still dominates talk among Internet developers, the critical need is for information that cuts through the hype and lets Java programmers put XML to work. Java & XML shows how to use the APIs, tools, and tricks of XML to build real-world applications, with the end result that both the data and the...
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The Bayesian Choice: From Decision-Theoretic Foundations to Computational Implementation (Springer Texts in Statistics)Springer, 2007

	The main purpose of statistical theory is to derive from observations of a
	random phenomenon an inference about the probability distribution underlying
	this phenomenon. That is, it provides either an analysis (description)
	of a past phenomenon, or some predictions about a future phenomenon of
	a similar nature. In this book, we insist...
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Questioning the Veil: Open Letters to Muslim WomenPrinceton Press, 2009
Across much of the world today, Muslim women of all ages are increasingly turning to wearing the veil. Is this trend a sign of rising piety or a way of asserting Muslim pride? And does the veil really provide women freedom from sexual harassment? Written in the form of letters addressing all those interested in this issue, Questioning the...
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Txtng: The Gr8 Db8Oxford University Press, 2008
He combines an extraordinary knowledge of linguistics with a gift for popularizing. TLS.  A highly consumable work of pop linguistics. Los Angeles Times  Excellent. Crystal presents a compelling argument in favour of texting as a force for linguistic ability. Melissa Katsoulis, The Times     

       "Reports of the demise of the...
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